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peace and harmony. Modern Indian poetry in English is rich with all these elements. Research on these subjects can prove a precious contribution to the academic as well as literary world, for the further exploration and enrichment of Indian English literature. The book The Social, Cultural and Spiritual Dimensions of Modern Indian Poetry in English examines the work of modern Indian poets, particularly those whose verse is less explored. Aju Mukhopadhyay in his paper, “Devotional Zeal in Modern Poetry in English” analyses the poetry of Roy in the light of divinizing nature, love, beauty, surrendering to the Almighty and the complexities of life. In the last paper, “Sociopolitical Issues in the Poetry of Meena” analyses the poetry of Meena. Since its first publication, Modern Indian Poetry in English, with its extensive coverage of the social and publishing history of poetry as well as its chronology of major events and writings, has established the canon of significant Indian poets. This revised edition of the classic Modern Indian Poetry in English examines changes in the direction of Indian poetry. Five chapters added to the original edition discuss poets such as Meena Alexander, Tara Patel, Imtiaz Dharker, Charrmayne D’Souza, Surendran India has a tradition of written poetry that goes back thousands of years, to the Ramayana and Mahabharata. Indian poetry in the English language, though, is less than 200 years old, beginning with the first coming of Englishmen to the country. The first English written in India was composed by expatriate English people, the Anglo-Indians. Sir Alfred Comyn Lyall served in India as a civil servant for more than 30 years (1856-1887). His Verses written in India was published in London in 1889.
Let us go then, you and I,
When the evening is spread out
against the sky
Like a patient etherized upon a table;
Let us go, through certain half-deserted streets,
The muttering retreats
Of restless nights in one-night cheap hotels
And sawdust restaurants with oyster-shells:
Streets that follow like a tedious argument
Of insidious intent
To lead you to an.
ÂThere it was, word for word,
The poem that took the place of a mountain.
He breathed its oxygen,
Even when the book lay turned in the dust of his table.
It reminded him how he had needed
A place to go to in his own direction,
How he had recomposed the pines,
Shifted the rocks and picked his way among clouds
peace and harmony.
Modern Indian poetry in English is rich
with all these elements.
Research on these subjects can prove a precious contribution to the academic as well as literary world, for the further exploration and enrichment of Indian English literature.
The book The Social, Cultural and Spiritual Dimensions of Modern Indian Poetry in English examines the work of modern Indian poets, particularly those whose verse is less explored. Aju Mukhopadhyay in his paper, “Devotional Zeal in Modern Poetry” in English and analyses the poetry of Roy in the light of divinizing nature, love, beauty, surrendering to the Almighty and the complexities of life. In the last paper, “Sociopolitical Issues in the Poetry of Meena.”
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If Indian poets in English are less well known abroad than the novelists it is probably because their concerns are personal, local and yet universal; they do not write, at least not directly about the nationalist and postcolonial political and cultural themes that the West patronizingly expects, even demands, from the formerly colonized. —Bruce Alvin King "Modern Indian Poetry in English". New Delhi. Oxford University press, 2004. English Poetry English poetry India Indic poetry (English). Export Citation. BiBTeX EndNote RefMan. About Google Books - Privacy Policy - Terms of Service - Blog - Information for Publishers - Report an issue - Help - Sitemap - Google Home.